
The Ultimate Guide to Filipino Pool Secrets
2020 Revised Edition | Unleash Your Inner Pro
Are you passionate about pool and looking to take your skills to the next level?
Look no further because we have got you covered! In this article, we will unveil
the most effective Filipino pool secrets that will elevate your game in 2020.
Whether you are a beginner or a seasoned player, these revised edition tips and
tricks will help you unleash your inner pro and dominate the table like never
before.

1. Perfecting Your Stance and Grip

The foundation of any successful player lies in their stance and grip. To ensure a
solid foundation, always maintain a balanced stance with your feet shoulder-width
apart. Position your dominant foot slightly ahead of the other for better stability.
Additionally, have a firm but relaxed grip on the cue, allowing for smooth and
controlled shots.

2. Mastering Cue Ball Control

Cue ball control is crucial in Filipino pool. It allows you to position the cue ball
precisely for your next shot, giving you a strategic advantage over your
opponents. Practice different techniques such as draw shots, follow shots, and
side spin shots to improve your control over the cue ball. Remember, precise
control opens up a world of possibilities on the table.
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3. Utilizing English and Rail Shots

English, also known as spin or swerve, is a powerful technique that can help you
navigate even the trickiest shot setups. Learn to apply side spin to the cue ball to
manipulate its path and gain more control over the contact point with the object
ball. Additionally, utilize rail shots to your advantage by mastering the angles and
rebound trajectories, allowing for impressive bank shots and position plays.

4. Developing Pre-Shot Routine and Visualizing Shots

A consistent pre-shot routine in Filipino pool is essential to maintain focus and
composure. Take your time to visualize the shot, analyzing the ball positions and
potential paths. By developing a routine, you can reduce anxiety and improve
your accuracy, making each shot a calculated and confident move.

5. Strategies for Breaking and Pattern Play

A strong opening break can set the tone for the entire game. Explore different
breaking techniques to find the one that suits your style and maximizes the
chances of sinking balls. Once the game is in full swing, develop pattern play
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strategies to make the most of your shots. Analyze the table layout, identifying
clusters and potential combinations, and plan your sequences accordingly.

6. Embracing Mindset and Sportsmanship

Pool is not just about mastering the physical aspects; it also requires a strong
mindset and good sportsmanship. Mental focus, patience, and resilience play a
significant role in your success. Embrace challenges, learn from defeats, and
maintain a positive attitude throughout. Remember, a good sport always shines,
regardless of the outcome.

With the Filipino pool secrets of 2020 revised edition, you have everything you
need to elevate your game and become a force to be reckoned with on the pool
table. Perfect your stance and grip, master cue ball control, utilize English and rail
shots, develop a pre-shot routine, create effective breaking and pattern play
strategies, and embrace the right mindset. Practice diligently and watch your
skills soar to new heights. Get ready to leave your opponents amazed as you
unleash your inner pro!
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This is a Revised Edition of the "Start Winning Pool: Learn the Filipino Secrets".
Published in January 2020.
The book explains why they are excellent in this sport. It also contains additional
information, interesting stories, witty anecdotes and amusing trivia by the Filipino
pool swashbucklers. Currently, 4 in the Top 10 in the AZB Moneymakers for 2020
are Filipinos!
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